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From the Desk of the Director-General
The last several weeks have been dominated by the preparation for the 18th meeting of the SKA Board,
which will be hosted by our South African colleagues in Cape Town on 22nd – 23rd July. The Board meeting
will be preceded by a visit to the South African SKA site in the Karoo, where the Board members will have
an opportunity to see the 4 MeerKAT antennas currently deployed.
After the project-defining decisions taken by both the Board and the Members earlier this year, this Board
meeting will largely focus on the implementation of those decisions. The Board will discuss the quarterly
report on design activities, the SKA construction strategy, the overall project schedule, a framework for the
Advanced Instrumentation Programme (now renamed the SKA Development Programme) and the SKAO
organisational structure for operations. There will also be reports from the two telescope site hosts. On the
policy side, the Board will be updated on progress towards the formal negotiations, to be chaired by Italy,
for the establishment of the Inter-Governmental Organisation (IGO), which will be the successor to the
current UK company structure under which SKAO operates.
Following the SKA HQ decision taken by the SKAO Members on 29th April, our Italian colleagues have been
considering the form their continued engagement in SKA might take. I am pleased to report that, after
extensive discussions with Prof Giovanni Bignami (President of INAF), Minister Giannini (Italian Minister of
Science) and the INAF Board have authorised INAF to fully re-engage with the SKA. This is an excellent
outcome for the project and for our Italian colleagues.
As you can read in Colin Greenwood’s report below there have been departures and arrivals from the SKA
Board; such changes are routine and I welcome our new Board members and look forward to working
closely with them.
I would particularly like to thank Brian Boyle for his sterling work for the SKA, in many guises over more
than a decade. Brian has been a source of advice, invention and drive for the project. I wish him well in his
new role as Director of Research Strategy at the University of New South Wales in Sydney. Jonathan Kings
from NZ is also stepping down; he has been promoted to the position of Deputy Secretary International
Development in the NZ Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Jonathan was, and remains, a great friend to the SKA;
he has been a strong advocate for NZ within the project and has provided me, and others, with much sage
advice over the years. Finally, I’d like to say a big thank you to Jianing CAI, who has moved to a new
position with China’s Ministry of Science and Technology. Jianing represented China’s views within the
Board strongly and persuasively, but above all he had the best interests of the project at the forefront of his
mind at all times.
Philip Diamond
SKAO Director- General
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Project
By Alistair McPherson, Head of Project

The past month has been dominated by preparing for the Science and Engineering Advisory Committee
(SEAC) site visits and the Consortium Leaders’ Meeting in Edinburgh.
The SEAC is responsible for advising the Director General and the Board on matters related to Science and
Engineering. It is currently chaired by Dr Richard Hills from Cambridge University. Recently, Richard was
the Head of Science for the Commissioning and Science Verification Phase of the ALMA Project and so is
extremely experienced in project work. The other members are from a spread of organisations with a wide
range of experience.
It had been agreed that, following the work the SEAC did in supporting the re-baselining exercise, a site
tour would be organised to give them a better understanding of the conditions in which SKA would operate.
The result was a visit to the Murchison Radio Observatory (MRO) site NE of Geraldton in Western
Australia. SEAC toured the MRO facilities, which consist of the MRO Control building, ASKAP and the
Murchison Wide-Field Array (MWA), two of the SKA precursor facilities. In addition, the group visited the
proposed core of the SKA-LOW array. That was, in reality, a large flat piece of desert a 30 minute drive
from the road.

The SEAC visiting the SKA site in Australia, including the MWA telescope.
After the MRO site visit, SEAC held a meeting at the Engineering Support Centre in Geraldton. The
committee was updated on Australian operations and ambitions and heard reports on ASKAP and MWA
status and science. Following this, they discussed the outcomes of the PDR process and the planning for
Critical Design Review (CDR). This included a discussion on the implementation of the re-baselining and
the development of the Level 0 Science Requirements.
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The committee then travelled to the Karoo to visit the MeerKAT site and to view the preparations towards
SKA-1 t. This visit started in Kleerfontain with an update on the development and status of MeerKAT, the
third precursor telescope to the SKA. This was followed by a site visit where the committee had a good tour
of the 4 MeerKAT dishes currently assembled and also saw KAT7 and PAPER.

The SEAC at the South Africa SKA site. In the background is a MeerKAT antenna.
Overall, it was an excellent but exhausting trip and gave the SEAC a good understanding of the two sites
and the infrastructure that supports them.
On 14-15 July, we hosted a meeting for the Consortium Leaders in Edinburgh. This was a valuable exercise
and focused not only on the status of the consortia and the work of the office, but also provided time for
some wide-ranging discussions. An outcome was an agreement to work more closely and to focus on
removing any final barriers that may exist across the design team. To assist this, it has been agreed to
replace the Telescope Architecture Teams by Telescope Teams, which will be formed across the project
and be inclusive of those involved in each telescope. They will act as the base for discussion on specific
issues related to the telescopes.
During the next month we will be concentrating on the Architectural Review and have already started the
work to map the architecture across to the Systems review. This work will require support from members of
the consortia. We look forward to this wide engagement to confirm the core design of the project.
Last but not least, as most of you will already know, I’m happy to confirm that the 2015 SKA Engineering
Meeting will be held in Penticton, BC, Canada, from November 9 to November 13 (including one day for
consortia meetings on Friday November 13). The website of the meeting is now up and running and already
contains useful information so you can start booking your flights and accommodation. Registration will be
open on Tuesday 21 July.
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System Engineering
by Tim Stevenson, SKA Chief System Engineer

Activity for now (and for the next few months) centres around the creation of artefacts, to be reviewed at the
System PDR, that are the responsibility of the SKAO System Engineering group. These include measures
of system and technology readiness, an AIV strategy to support the AIV plan, reformatted ICDs, and
others. These are largely normal work, but a concentrated effort is required to meet a September deadline.
The support and participation of the Consortia, through their respective Element System Engineers, is
appreciated.
For some time, joint modelling efforts between the SE group at the SKA and several Consortia have taken
place. These SysMLmodels are not yet being used as principal artefacts for engineering communication,
nor are they yet being integrated/consolidated with each other and with the overall model owned by the
Architecture group but they are co-ordinated. It is our intention that some aspects of Model Based Systems
Engineering will eventually begin to take critical roles in the SKA development. There will be at least one
session on modelling efforts made so far during the 2015 SKA Engineering meeting – watch this space for
news of this topic.

Architecture
by Peter Dewdney, SKA Architect (Interim)

I am replacing my predecessor who recently left SKA Organisation. While this is an interim appointment to
allow the Organisation to plan for the longer term, there will be no let-up in momentum.
There will be changes in approach: while building on what we have already accomplished, the architecture
group will work collaboratively with system engineers and project managers in the SKAO and across the
consortia. The immediate goal is to carry out the Architectural Review, which continues through July to the
end of the month. In parallel we have planned an internal review of our current architecture descriptions and
models, with a goal of firming up the level of analysis and understanding of what we need to build. This
entails consolidation of what is already ‘out there’, adding better descriptions of products, functions,
interfaces and requirements, as well as linking them more closely.
The result will lay a solid foundation for analysing and trading off among the so-called ‘cross-cutting’
concerns – examples of which are power consumption, system reliability and cost. All of these are essential
to a successful System Review.
The architecture group’s primary role to ensure the required performance of the building blocks, as well as
the astronomical performance of each of the telescopes as a whole.

Operations Planning
by Gary Davis, Director of Operations Planning

A fundamental prerequisite for the ultimate success of the SKA will be to set up an organisational structure
for the 50-year operational phase in which the relationships between the various offices are characterised
by mutual trust and respect. Unlike other major world science projects such as ITER or ESS, the SKA is
globally distributed, and once operations commence there will be nodes in at least three widely-separated
locations: the Global Headquarters at Jodrell Bank and the two array sites in Australia and South Africa.
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Even within the two site-hosting countries, activities will be distributed across multiple locations. This is a
unique arrangement, and setting up a structure in which all parts work efficiently and collaboratively for the
benefit of the SKA as a whole presents a fundamental challenge. Much of my time since the previous
bulletin has been committed to this, in preparation for the Board meeting in July.
Another key aspect of preparing for operations (although at the opposite end of the spectrum) is
understanding the level of maintenance that will be required, and determining the corresponding staff
requirements. This is ultimately driven by the top-level requirement that 95% of the collecting area be
available for science for at least 90% of the time. To this end, the Integrated Logistics Support Plan was
issued in May. This key document describes logistics engineering activities to be undertaken by the Office
and by the Consortia, with first deliverables (RAM reports and LSA reports) due in September. These inputs
will then be rolled up, giving us our first indication of operational maintenance requirements.
I will be visiting the sites in South Africa during July and in Australia during August, and I look forward to
catching up with many of you then.

Science
by Robert Braun, SKA Science Director

The SKA Key Science Workshop
As a reminder, the SKA Key Science Workshop is being held in Stockholm, Sweden on the 24th-27th of
August 2015. There are going to be a several receptions throughout the workshop, one of which is being
held at Stockholm City Hall which hosts a banquet in its famous Blue Hall after the annual Nobel Prize
award ceremony; so quite a fitting place to host a reception for the Science Workshop.
Calibration Workshops
Two workshops have been held in recent weeks in an attempt to identify, discuss and solve the calibration
challenges for SKA1-Mid, and especially SKA1-Low. These workshops, a joint initiative of the SKAO
science and architecture teams, brought people from the community with calibration expertise to SKA HQ to
share that expertise with SKAO staff.
Science Meetings
We recently participated in the European Week of Space Science (EWASS) in Tenerife, Canary Islands
from the 22nd – 26th of July 2015; Jeff Wagg, Mathieu Isidro (from the Comms team) and Robert Braun
attended. There was a special SKA session on “Science with Panchromatic Large Surveys in the SKA era”,
which ran for a day and a half, with about 60 people attending the special session and many more visiting
the SKA booth to ask questions about the project. Lourdes Verdes-Montenegro who related the broad
Spanish involvement in the current design consortia as well as the extensive scientific interest in the SKA
gave the closing contribution to the SKA session. The whole EWASS event itself was by far the biggest yet,
with a large turn out of attendees. The growing interest in Spain for SKA participation was easily seen and it
is clear that the next generation of young astronomers have the SKA on their radar and we encourage them
to get involved now in order to exploit this great instrument in the future.
We are hosting a special session at the IAU General-Assembly in Honolulu, which runs from the 3rd - 14th of
August 2015. Our session, scheduled on 9th August, will highlight the progress of the SKA generally and its
scientific programme. Information can be found on the SKA Science website. This will hopefully be a
significant event with an expected turnout of around 100 people. More information on this as it progresses.
Continuing our support of the Spanish community, Robert Braun gave a talk in Santander at a cosmology
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meeting earlier this month.
In May, Tyler Bourke attended a colloquium on “The Square Kilometre Array: Science Drivers and Status
Update” at ETH in Zurich, as well in the same month visiting ATNF Marsfield and participating in the
ASKAP “Busy Week”. In June, Tyler also gave a similar presentation at the Annual Meeting of the French
Society of Astronomy and Astrophysics (SF2A) in Toulouse, France.
Evan Keane gave a talk entitled "FRBs: search sensitivities and completeness" at a workshop on Fast
Radio Bursts and Neutron Star Transients, which was held at the Max-Planck-Institut für Radioastronomie,
in Bonn, Germany, on the 18th of May 2015.
Jimi Green gave a talk entitled “Our Galaxy” at an Ask the Expert talk at Jodrell Bank Discovery Centre on
the 28th of May 2015.
During May, Jeff Wagg participated in the Euclid/SKA strong lensing workshop organised by Neal Jackson
at the Jodrell Bank Observatory and presented 'An overview of the Square Kilometre Array'. This workshop
provided yet another great example of the scientific synergies that will exist between the SKA and Euclid
during the next decade.
Jeff and Gary Davis attended the annual Canadian Astronomical Society (CASCA) meeting in Hamilton,
Canada at the end of May and participated in a special session on SKA science. The expert talks given in
this session highlighted the broad range of SKA-related science being conducted by the Canadian
astronomical community and the clear leadership potential for Canadian scientists in future SKA1 key
science projects.
The Science Book
The SKA Science Book has now been published online, and we are finalising the print run, which is likely to
be around 2000 pages, in 2 volumes. Compared to the previous version in 2004, which was 600 pages
long, it really shows the increasing breadth of the transformational science that the SKA will enable..
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Policy Development
by Simon Berry, SKA Director of Policy Development

I would firstly like to welcome Dr. Harry Smith to the SKA Organisation as our new Spectrum Policy
Manager. Harry will have a broad role with the project; at the technical level, he will assist with site-related
RFI matters; at the policy level he will be working with all the SKAO Members to develop and then ensure a
coherent picture around spectrum policy at a government level. Critically, he’ll also be working with the
other spectrum administrations and groups with an interest in radio astronomy and science spectrum
protection and governance, such as the UN’s International Telecommunications Union (ITU) to ensure that
SKA has the best possible visibility and influence in these regional and global fora.
The dominant focus over the last month or so has been preparation for the meeting in Brussels marking the
beginning of the formal negotiation process towards the future SKA Intergovernmental Organisation (IGO).
Co-chaired by the South African and Australian governments, the meeting was an important and excellent
first step in what will be an ambitious pathway, ultimately leading to a new organisation, governed by a
treaty. Representatives of most of the current SKA Organisation member governments were in attendance
and laid out a schedule of several plenary meetings to come over the next several months. Behind these
‘negotiating’ meetings will be a supporting structure of preparatory working groups and bodies and around
them StratCom (SKA’s Strategy and Business Development Committee) will continue to work on a subset
of the policy matters lying underneath the top-level ‘treaty’ documentation. StratCom itself is taking the
opportunity provided by the ‘retirement’ of Jonathan Kings from his role as Chair of StratCom (and indeed
as a Director on the Board) to look at its own role and priorities for the future. I’d like to personally thank
Jonathan for his efforts leading StratCom and helping us negotiate through sometimes complex and difficult
discussions on policy matters over the last few years!
Elsewhere, I attended the kick off meeting of the ASTRON-led Horizon 2020 project ASTERICS (Astronomy
ESFRI & Research Infrastructure Cluster). Funded to the tune of €15M, ASTERICS aims to address the
cross-cutting synergies and common challenges shared by the various Astronomy ESFRI facilities (SKA,
CTA, KM3Net & E-ELT). It brings together for the first time the astronomy, astrophysics and particle
astrophysics communities, in addition to other related research infrastructures. The major objectives of
ASTERICS are to support and accelerate the implementation of the ESFRI telescopes, to enhance their
performance beyond the current state-of-the-art, and to see them interoperate as an integrated, multiwavelength and multi-messenger facility. SKA sits as one of the ‘customers’ for the work to be undertaken
in ASTERICS and we look forward to the progress Mike Garrett and his team will lead across several of
SKA’s institutional partners.

SKA Board Matters and Administration
by Colin Greenwood, SKA Head of Administration and Legal

SKA Members
The following governance changes have taken place recently:
 Mr CAI Jianing stepped down as the Chinese Ministry of Science and Technology’s Voting
Representative (Board). Mr YIN Jun has been appointed as his replacement.
 Prof Brian Boyle stepped down as the Science Representative (Member) and Science
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Representative (Board) of Australia’s Department of Industry and Science. Dr Sarah Pearce has
been appointed as his replacement in these posts.
Mr Jonathan Kings stepped down as Nominated Representative (Member) and Voting
Representative (Board) for New Zealand’s Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment. He
will be replaced in these posts by Mr Peter Crabtree, Acting General Manager, Science,
International and Investments at the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment.
Dr-Ing Beatrix Vierkorn-Rudolf stepped down as Nominated Representative (Member) and Voting
Representative (Board) for Germany’s Federal Science Ministry.
Prof. Michael Kramer stepped down as the Science Representative (Member) and Science
Representative (Board) Germany’s Federal Science Ministry.

On 30th June 2015, BMBF, the German Federal Science Ministry, terminated its membership of SKA
Organisation. BMBF’s support of SKA Organisation since joining as a full member in December 2012 is
acknowledged and greatly appreciated. We look forward to continuing to work alongside colleagues of the
German scientific community and industry to the full extent possible for a non-member country.
On the 23rd June the Executive Committee of the SKA Board met and the key topic of discussion was
preparations for the forthcoming Board meeting.
The 18th meeting of the SKA Board of Directors will be held on 22nd and 23rd of July in Cape Town, South
Africa. Key agenda items are the election of the Chair of the Board, the Vice-Chair of the Board and the
Company Secretary. Also under discussion will be the appointments of the Science Representative of the
Board to its Executive Committee, the Chair of the Science and Engineering Committee (SEAC) and the
Chair of the Business and Strategy Development Committee (StratCom). Key themes to be addressed at
this meeting include discussions about the future organisational structure, together with strategies for
construction and operations of SKA1.
There has also been a preliminary meeting on the UK Hosting Agreement, with representation at the
meeting from the UK’s Department of Business Innovation and Skills (BIS), the UK’s Foreign and
Commonwealth Office (FCO), STFC and SKA Organisation.
The SKA Office has set up three teams to coordinate the development of the permanent SKA Headquarters
at Jodrell Bank: a policy team that is looking at aspects relating to the HQ Hosting Agreement, a resource
team looking at the staffing requirements going forward in the project, and a building team that is currently
gathering detailed requirements for the new building and will be interacting with the University of
Manchester during the design and build of the new headquarters building.
The building team has started a process of consultation with the staff and provided the University of
Manchester with a draft requirements document at the beginning of July. It is expected that the Design Brief
for the new building will be signed-off by mid-August 2015, with the Concept Design sign-off by November
2015.
Staff Updates
We are delighted to welcome two new starts, Dr Harry Smith who joined on 1st June as Spectrum Policy
Manager, and also Ms Qiyang (Angela) Gao who also started on 1st June as Outreach Officer. Angela is on
a 6-month secondment from the SKA China office.
On 5th June, Donna Parkinson left her post as Administrative Assistant. We wish to thank Donna for her
contributions to the SKA and wish her all the best for the future.
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On 29th June, Dr Tim Cornwell resigned as SKA Architect. We wish to thank Tim for all his efforts, which
were legion, to bring the SKA design to its current level of maturity. We wish Tim all the best for the future.
Applications for the posts of Head of Scientific Operations Planning and Office Manager are currently being
shortlisted.
Posts of in-house Legal Counsel and Safety and Facilities Manager are being advertised, for further details
please look on the SKA website.
Finance
The Board’s Finance Committee held its second meeting on 29th June; at this meeting the Finance
Committee considered the audit findings reports and financial statements for 2014, with a view to making a
recommendation of an acceptance by the board at SKA-BD-18 meeting.

Communications and Outreach
by William Garnier, SKA Director of Communications, Outreach and Education

Time flies by at the SKAO Comms department and many exciting projects have been delivered by an
enthusiastic 4-people team over the last few weeks. In addition to myself, Mathieu Isidro and Joe Diamond,
we were joined in early June by Gao (Angela) Qiyang, on secondment from SKA China Office. Having
Angela in the team has already proven very useful, allowing us to get a much better understanding of the
Chinese situation with regards to what outreach and communication actually mean there, what the main
audience and focus should be and how we should tailor our outreach activities to increase reach and
efficiency in China. In her first month in the office, Angela has mostly focused her activities on developing
the SKA China mini-site, which is now ready and should allow us to target a lot more people in China who
don’t speak English. It will be interesting to keep track of the stats in the next few months to measure the
level of engagement.
A summary of the most relevant activities is provided as follows.
Shared Sky
Our now famous indigenous art-astronomy exhibition ended a very successful showcase at the Iziko
National Museum in Cape Town, South Africa, mid-June and is now ready to enthuse a UK audience with
an exhibition starting at the Jodrell Bank Discovery Centre, next door to the SKA HQ, on July 27 for more
than a month. Preparations are still underway and many activities involving children and families are
foreseen around the exhibition.
Mini-sites
A lot of progress is to be noted on the mini-sites over the last few weeks. The Chinese mini-site has been
translated and is online. The Japanese mini-site has been translated and is now online. Our colleagues
from South Africa and Germany have also written a short summary of their current involvement, which is
accessible through their flag on the SKA website. Many thanks to all our colleagues for their hard work on
this!
New animations/artist’s impressions
Two new fly-through animations of the 2 telescopes are now available and we strongly encourage people to
use them intensively, just like all the other animations, artist’s impressions, infographics, etc we recently
produced. All this material is available in high-resolution in our online Media Kit.
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SKA eNews
The July issue of the SKA eNews was released early July as planned, and provides a very comprehensive
view of the activities going on across the partnership on different fronts, including science, design, policy,
outreach. Is it a great complement to this SKAO bulletin –which reports on activities undertaken at the
central office- and will hopefully allow increase transversal communication in the project. The main
audience for the SKA eNews is the engineering and science community, and has a readership of about
3,000 people. The next eNews will be released in December, after the 2015 Engineering meeting.
Conferences
We’ve been very busy on the conferences front as well.
Several of us from the Comms team went to the Science & You conference in France, which was a great
networking opportunity and provided several high level sessions. The week after, I attended the World
Congress of Science Journalists in Seoul, South Korea. This conference is always a great opportunity to
catch up and engage with science journalists, update them on the project, and discuss future collaborations
and features.
As mentioned in Robert Braun’s section, we also supported and co-organised the SKA presence at the
EWASS conference in Canary Islands.

SKA stand at EWASS
We are now all geared up for the IAU General Assembly, where we plan to have a big and memorable
(more details on this in the next issue of the bulletin) presence. Several of us from the office will be there,
with a splinter session on Sunday 9 August, and a private VIP Breakfast reception with Astronomical
Observatories Directors and IAU Division Heads on Friday 7 August.
I should add that we managed to submit proposals for 4 long sessions for the EuroScience Open Forum
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(ESOF) 2016 conference, to be held in Manchester: one on science, one on Big Data, one on Science
Policy, and one on Outreach. I believe the scope and level of all our sessions is very high, with several toplevel people lined-up, and with an excellent gender and geographical distribution. We look forward to the
outcomes of the proposals selection process early September.
Women in STEM
I’m very happy to confirm the appointment of Giulia Marsili as our new coordinator for the SKA Women in
STEM initiative. Giulia will be working on a part time basis over the next few months, developing new ideas
and working directly with our female colleagues to take the initiative forward.
To kick-off this initiative, SKAO in collaboration with the Jodrell Bank Discovery Centre, hosted the annual
event “Girls Night Out” on the 20th of June 2015. This event has grown in size and in interest every year,
with the aim of engaging and interesting girls of all ages into the field of science, specifically astronomy,
space science, engineering and ICT. This year’s guest speaker was SKA’s Roshene McCool, Domain
Specialist, who opened the event in front of around 120 attendees with an inspiring talk about her journey
into a STEM field, and all the challenges that came with it. Roshene also talked about the SKA and its
future, and the possible career paths that can be taken in order to work for a world-class facility.
The event itself consisted of stimulating activities from SKA dish cutouts, soldering LED badges, to finishing
with a mini-array created using the dish cutouts. During these activities, 5 female staff from SKAO
volunteered their time to interact and share their stories with the public who attended; they also got to enjoy
some SKA themed refreshments with everyone else! Many thanks to Maria Grazia Labate, Xiaoxuan Zhu,
Angela Gao, Anna Scaife and Giulia Marsili for their help. The event received outstanding positive feedback
from all who attended, most of whom saying they felt inspired and wanting to engage more with STEM
subjects. Thanks to Joe Diamond for coordinating this activity.

Roshene McCool opening the event by giving a talk about her work at the SKA.
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SKA engineer Maria Grazia Labate helps the ladies build their SKA dish cut outs.

The SKA array coming together using all the made SKA dish cut-outs, under supervision from the SKA
engineers and scientists.
Connect with us
For any enquiries, requests or feedback please write to ska-outreach@skatelescope.org
You can also find the SKA Organisation on Facebook, Twitter, Google+ and YouTube.
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